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Finland? 
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Stand Out countries are highly digitally 
advanced and exhibit high momentum. 

Stall Out countries enjoy a high state of  digital 
advancement while exhibiting slowing 
momentum. 

Break Out countries are low-scoring in their 
current states of  digitalization but are evolving 
rapidly. 

Watch Out countries face significant 
challenges with their low state of  digitalization 
and low momentum; in some cases, these 
countries are moving backward in their pace of  
digitalization. 



Why is industrial internet so good for business? 

a sharp decline in the cost of sensors and, thanks to advances in cloud computing, a 
rapid decrease in the cost of storing and processing data

Machines have become 
Predictive, Reactive and Social

Source: 
https://archive.org/details/MarcoAnnunziata_2013S
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Change of traditional product boundaries

Porter, Michael E., and James E. Heppelmann. "How smart, connected products are transforming 
competition." Harvard business review 92.11 (2014): 64-88.
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Evolution to non-ownership business models
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Traditional selling 
based business 

model

Rental / 
Leasing

Pay-per-
Use
(PPU)

Pay-per-
Outcome 

(PPO)

Pay-per-
Output

Hybrid Business Models



SMEs and non-ownership business models
Pros n Cons
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Why SMEs? 
• SMEs represent over 99% of the companies located in the EU1

• SMEs hire between 50 and 70% of the full time equivalent of persons employed1

• SMEs have a gross value added share of over 50% of the European economy1

What are SME manufacturing company issues? 

• Lack of resources, expertise, competences

• High quality product manufacturers with restricted market access

• Competition from the big players

• Day-to-day survival issues

What can Non-ownership business models do to solve these issues?

• Risk distribution

• Steady, continuous and more predictable income flow

• Easier faster to sell products to the customer in this way instead of just investment manner

• New niche markets

• New opportunities for growth and strategic benefits – Sales growth, Market share expansion, New market creation2

• Internationalisation

Reference: 

1. Müller, Julian Marius, Oana
Buliga, and Kai-Ingo Voigt. 
"Fortune favors the prepared: 
How SMEs approach business 
model innovations in Industry 
4.0." Technological 
Forecasting and Social 
Change 132 (2018): 2-17.

2. Gebauer, Heiko, Mirella 
Haldimann, and Caroline 
Jennings Saul. "Competing in 
business-to-business sectors 
through pay-per-use 
services." Journal of Service 
Management 28.5 (2017): 914-
935.



Tools to implement non-ownership business models: Morphological Box

• Companies understand the benefits of non-ownership
business models

• Yet, many struggle with the transition
• Hence, many initiatives lead to:

• unsuccessful pilot projects, 
• non-sustainable business models,
• unhappy customers,
• unhappy employees, …

• Reasons for the struggle include:
• unclear objectives (where do we want to go),
• unclear baseline (where are we today),
• neglecting key elements,
• lack of awareness of possible options, …

Ownership

Operations

Transactions

Key Elements of Morphological box:

Value Exchange Components
This was our motivation to investigate how we can help 
companies interested in non-ownership business models 
but are struggling 
Our approach: 
Morphological Box as a framework to describe and define 
non-ownership Business Models

- Work in progress -
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Tools to implement non-ownership business models: Morphological Box
- Work in progress -



Morphological Box: Example using a real case
- Work in progress -



Morphological box process

Assess Envision Define

Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010

• Use MB to map current practices
• Understand Status Quo
• Identify inconsistencies
• etc.

• Define the envisioned BM
• Identify necessary changes from 

current practices
• Identify missing capabilities
• etc.

• Once future vision is mapped, detail BM 
using the BM Canvas

• Translate the key elements into a 
unique BM reflecting the values, 
capabilities, and resources of the 
organization

• etc.

- Work in progress -



Tools to implement non-ownership business models: 4I-framework
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experimentation. The first three phases - initiation, ideation and integration – can be summarised into 
the meta-phase “design”, as they focus on the business model development with respect to content. 
The last phase, implementation, in contrast focuses on the commercialisation of the content and thus 
the “realisation” of the new business model. 

Although the phases seem to form subsequent steps within a linear process, this is not the case. The 
framework rather displays an iterative process with multiple steps forth and back - only such a 
framework is able to fully capture systematic business model innovation. There are three major 
iterative loops built into the framework. The first one refers to the regular alignment between the 
constantly changing ecosystem and the generated ideas for business model innovation - it is required 
to ensure the external fit of the new business model. The second one emphasises the alignment 
between the generated ideas and the components of the business model, as well as the alignment of the 
business model dimensions themselves - we term this the internal fit which has to be achieved. The 
third iterative loop stresses the alignment between the design phase as a whole and the realisation 
phase. Put differently, experiences made during realisation can require adjustments of the business 
model, as it is recognised that the planned design does not work in real life. This iterative loop is 
crucial in order to finally develop a business model that can be successfully implemented. As all 
factors can change over time, it is important to review the framework and especially the existence of 
the fits or misfits between the single phases of our framework regularly. The integrative framework is 
displayed in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: The 4I-framework - Phases of the business model innovation process and their key 
challenges. 

 

5. Discussion 

The main insights of the study are twofold: First, we show that the process of innovating a firm’s 
business model resembles other innovation processes and can thus be structured into four phases, 

Initiation'–

analysing the
eosystem

Ideation''–

generating
new ideas

Integration'–

building a'
new business
model'

Players Change 
drivers

Internal'
Fit

Design'

External
Fit

Iteration 

Iteration 

Iteration 

Realisation

Implementation

Overcoming the current business logic
• Achieving out-of-the-box thinking
• Challenging industry laws

Thinking in business models
• Leaving “product thinking” or “service thinking” behind
• Creating an appropriate organisational setting

Managing idea creation
• Enhancing the organisation’s repertoire of methods with 

approaches and tools to create business model ideas

Who? What? How? Why?

• Understanding their needs
• Monitoring their moves

• Identifying relevant drivers
• Acting upon changes

Integrating the pieces
• Detailing all four dimensions of the business model

• Ensuring alignment and consistency between them

Managing partners
• Involving partners early and ensuring their support
• Identifying and agreeing on required changes to their 

business model

Overcoming internal 
resistance

• Convincing the organisation of 
the business model change

• Achieving tangible commitment 
(resources, investments) of key 
decision makers

Mastering complexity 
through trial-and-error

• Defining first pilots, trials, or 
prototypes

• Ensuring learnings are 
converted into business model 
adjustments

• Managing the roll-out step-by-
step

Reference: Frankenberger, K., Weiblen, T., Csik, M., & Gassmann, O. (2013). The 4I-framework of business model innovation: 
A structured view on process phases and challenges. International Journal of Product Development, 18(3/4), 249-273.



Case A: KAESER COMPRESSORS, GERMANY  
Background:
• KAESER is a leading global manufacturer of compressed air systems 

and services
• Industry is characterized by high competition 
• Transformed towards service-based BM in response to shifting 

customer demands
• Customers no longer purchase customized air compressors but pay for 

used compressed air
• KAESER manufactures, operates, & owns the systems 
• Industry 4.0 technologies play a key role (e.g., data analytics & 

predictive maintenance)

Source: Bock, M., Wiener, M., Gronau, R., & Martin, A. (2019). Industry 4.0 Enabling Smart Air: Digital 
Transformation at KAESER COMPRESSORS. In Digitalization Cases (pp. 101-117). Springer, Cham.

Bock et al., 2019

Key benefits (customer):
• reduced cost & increased flexibility, 
• transfer of operational risks, 
• increased transparency, 
• improved operational planning. 

Key benefits (manufacturer):
• reduction in service cost, 
• development of a long-term 

partnership 
• synergies in product 

development & innovation 

Lessons Learned
• Lack of cost transparency on customer side
• Changing role of sales dept. 
• Emphasis of partnerships & inter-disciplinary teams
• Introduction of new risks
• Need to ‘ease in’ the new BM
• Privacy & Security concerns
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Case B: TAMTURBO OY, FINLAND (https://www.tamturbo.com)

Key benefits (customer):
• Access to a high end product at low cost 
• transfer of operational risks, 
• Better understanding of the quality of air, 
• improved operational planning. 

Key benefits (manufacturer):
• Increased sales of the expensive product
• Almost nil service cost, 
• development of a long-term partnership 
• Compete with large companies in the high-end 

product range 

Karan Menon

Background:
• Tamturbo Oy is a manufacturing company of high-end, expensive, compressed air units
• Company is an SME (small-medium enterprise)
• Company manufactures capital intensive compressor units 
• Company very advanced in monitoring and control of the compressor units
• Adopted the pay-per-output (pay-per-m3 of air produced) in order to increase the business
• It is very rare that a high-end product in a compressor manufacturing business is sold under pay-per-output

• This is the niche market access they could get

• Plans to increase the % of compressor units sold under the pay-per-output model



Case C: SME Compressor Manufacturer from Northern Europe

Background:
• Case C is a manufacturing company of compressed air systems and services
• Company is an SME (small-medium enterprise)
• Competition is tough from large compressor manufacturers, such as Atlas Copco
• Adopted the pay-per-output (pay-per-m3 of air produced)
• Integration of compressors manufactured by other manufacturers into the system in order to produce 

compressed air
• This integration has given them an access to a niche market
• Plans to move towards a more advanced outcome-based model, where intend to bill the customers based on 

the savings customers make using their compressed air systems

Key benefits (customer):
• Freedom in terms of product usage
• increased transparency, 
• improved operational planning,
• Multiple systems integrated under one 

Key benefits (manufacturer):
• Access to the niche market
• Better sales, being an SME
• development of a long-term partnership 
• synergies in product development & 

innovation 
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Key take aways
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• Technology enables better calculation power, real-time/near real-time data access

• Connectivity has gone up with 4G, LTE and 5G connections

• AI, Blockchain, Industrial Internet/Industry 4.0 makes manufacturing more transparent, accurate and fast

• Advantages of the technology should be translated in the business related value creation

• Non-ownership business models and traditional selling business models should make new hybrid 

models

• SMEs can access niche markets, create continuous earnings, internationalize and grow faster

• Morphological Box allows you to assess and configure the advanced business model that suits your firm

• 4I-framework allows you to implement the business model in step-by-step manner

• Finally, nothing will work if the mindset does not change with the technological and business model 

evolution
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